Qualification of Wrist Functional Performance During Dart Thrower's Movement.
Recently, numerous comprehensive studies have been concentrating on the intricate kinematics of the wrist joint functionality captured with dart thrower's movement. It is envisaged that the wrist capability in performing daily activities can be more accurately characterized or encapsulated in the dart thrower's movement. This study examines the characteristic function of wrist movements during dart-throwing motion using only gyroscopic data measured from inertial sensors. A multi-dimensional form of dart throwing trajectory is described using quaternion representation associated with distance metric to quantitatively validate the functional wrist performance between two cohorts; healthy controls and patients. Eight normal subjects and eight patients engaged in a series of clinical trials conducted after undergoing post-surgical reconstructive procedures of the wrist joint. The discriminative results in terms of silhouette clustering evaluation show that the use of distance metric values based quaternion trajectory is well-matched consistently with subjective expert assessments. Our proposed approach captures the relative motions underpinning the wrist joint instead of relying on the traditional measure based on the range of motion measure. Therefore, this paper proposes a reliable approach to dynamically capture the wrist functionality during dart thrower's movement; a movement envisaged to describe the ability to engage in daily life activities. These quantitative outcomes in terms of measurement consistency will provide insightful information in understanding the significant changes in wrist joint signatures associated with various scenarios.